TECHNICAL DETAILS/SPECIFICATIONS/BROCHURES : EXPANDABLE BATON AND ACCESSSORIES

Plastic Swivelling Holder
1.

Length (closed) -

10.2 inches + 0.5inch

2.

Length (opened) -

26.6 inches+ 0.5inch

3.

Weight-

540 grams + 15gms

4.

Surface finish-Black hard metal/black Ni/Chrome (with good resistance to abrasion).

5.

General Description.
(a)
A three-part steel friction lock baton with a special rubber grip, with a high-quality holster as part of the
delivery.
(b)
The expandable tubes should be made from a superior material, which is hardened by heat treatment.
Certification of International Standard Lab for hardening should be provided.
(c)

The batons are highly resistant to a flexion if the baton is exposed to a hard stroke.

(d)

Anti-slip handle with indented surface should be provided.

6.
Grip. Rubber specially designed for a fast hold. Outside diameter of the grip: 25 to 28mm+ 5mm.The rubber
is certified safe for contact with the skin without health risks.
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7.

Material.

Cold drawn seamless tube pipes, Class CSN 12 060.

Accessories to Expandable Batons
Additional Flashlight for the Telescopic Baton. It is possible to deliver as an option to the telescopic baton an
additional flashlight of the type BL – 01 or BL – 02. It can be used as independent flashlight.
1.
High luminous intensity thanks to 3 LED diodes
2.
Locking of end position (ON -OFF)
3.
Duration of lighting up to 250 hours for the type BL-01, up to 80 hours for the type BL-02
4.
Power supply: 6 pcs of lithium battery of the type CR 2032 for the type BL-01, 2 pcs for the type BL-02
5.
Service life of LED diodes is 100 000 hours
6.
Waterproof duralumin body
7.
Frontal glass made of polycarbonate

Nylon holder for Baton Flashlight BL-01 / BL-02
Nylon holder suitable for expandable baton flashlight of the types BL-01/BL-02 has a velcro seal. Holder is equipped
with strong metallic clip, which enables its fast fixation on a belt (without unbuckling it) or to a tactical vest. It can be
alternatively fastened also to the supporting M.O.L.L.E. system used in NATO forces.
Additional Tactical Mirror for the Telescopic Baton
Telescopic batons can be fitted with additional tactical mirrors of two sizes. These
mirrors will enable you for example to determine presence of an aggressor behind the
corner or in the room to be entered; the mirror is equipped with a clip for easy fitting
on the baton.
Diameters of reflective surface:
Type M-2: diameter 71 mm (2 3/4”)
Type M-3: diameter 92 mm (3 2/3”)

The variants M - 2 - 18 and M - 3 - 18 have been designed for use on the batons with tube diameter 18 mm,
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Nylon Holder for the Tactical Mirror M-2 OR M-3
Nylon holder - which can be supplied as an option, protects the mirror against damage and enables its wearing on the
belt. Holder is equipped with strong metallic clip, which enables its fast fixation on a belt (without unbuckling it) or to a
tactical vest. It can be alternatively fastened also to the supporting M.O.L.L.E. system used in NATO forces.

Flashlight BL-01 or BL-02
Flashlight BL-01 or BL-02 makes it possible to create so called “Night police set for Baton” consisting of plastic red
signal cone, BL-01 or BL-02 flashlight and nylon pouch with flexible metallic clip for fastening on a belt. It can be
alternatively fastened also to the supporting M.O.L.L.E. systém. The main advantage of this solution is in the fact that the
signal cone does not take any extra space in the pouch as the flashlight is inserted into it. At the same time it strengthens
the pouch and increases thus protection of the flashlight. The cone is open at its top, which enables normal use of the
flashlight for lighting with white light without necessity of removing the cone (checking of documents, checking of
interior of vehicle, etc.). Excellent tool, not only for traffic police7

Expandable Baton Ending with Crowbar

Baton ending in the form of small crowbar is designated particularly for use by police and rescue teams. It can be easily
mounted on the baton after unscrewing its original ending. In this manner it is possible to create in emergency situations
very rapidly an alternate tool namely for levering of locks and hasps. Its rear part is used as hammer.
Dimensions: 80x28mm, weight 215g.
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Special Impact Extension – Baton Window Breaker

Mounting of this ending on the baton is very quick and easy. It is determined for forcible
entries into objects and vehicles during police and rescue operations. The head is made of
high quality hardened steel and it is equipped with a plastic fixing centre. As an option it
is possible to purchase also a special pouch with metallic clip BBH-01.
Dimensions: diameter 48x56mm, weight 235g.

Crowbar for Expandable Baton

The crowbar is designated for use by police or rescue teams. It can be easily mounted
on the baton after unscrewing its original ending. In this manner it is possible to create
in emergency situations very rapidly an alternate tool for forced entry into the object,
for levering of hinges and locks, removal of nails, hammering or for rescuing of
persons from vehicles. Version for armed services is equipped moreover with side
protrusions, which serves for breaking of inserts of ordinary locks.
Dimensions: 170x48mm, weight 850g.

Axe for Expandable Baton

Rescue axe is a tool designated particularly for use by police or rescue
teams. It can be easily mounted on the baton after unscrewing its original
ending. In this manner it is possible to create in emergency situations
very rapidly an alternate multi-function tool – it can be used for
chopping, hammering, levering, etc. It can also be used for rescuing of
persons from vehicles or for removal of fallen branches, etc.
Dimensions: 115x80mm, weight 560g.
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Wire Cutter for Expandable Baton

Wire ctter for expandable baton represent comparatively compact accessory, which can be easily placed also on service
vest. When combined with two expandable batons, which are now more and more frequently available even in ordinary
two-member patrol, it creates very quickly a fully operational cutter, which would be otherwise too heavy and
encumbering to be taken to action. It serves as worthful aid at many interventions, military or res cue actions. It can help
for example to make a passage through high fence or to overcome an obstacle made of barbed wire. The maximum
diameter of (non-hardened) wire it can is 6 mm. Mass without batons is 640 g, length 185 mm
Shovel for Expandable Baton

It can be easily mounted on the baton after unscrewing its original ending. In this manner it is possible to create in
emergency situations very rapidly an alternate tool increasing the possibilities of using ESP expandable baton. This
shovel was created for Army and Police Forces, rescue teams, but also for anybody who could need sometimes to free off
a stuck car or in camping. Sides of the shovel are sharp and cutting. There are two blocking positions on the baton. Fully
opened, in can be used like normal shovel, spade or axe for cuting wood or to clear in forest. When blocked at right
angle, in can be used as a pickaxe.Dimensions: 230 x 150 mm, weight 720 g.

